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DESIGN INSIGHT -

DESIGNER’S CHOICE
A TRIBUTE TO LIFE
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With dazzling number of carpet choices and working in a 

fast-paced business environment, there is no extra time 

to stop and pick；thus, we carefully deliberate our carpet 

series for the designers to help them design spaces more 

efficiently. 

Designer’s   Choice’s   theme, “Elements of Life,” brings 

“Wind,” “Fire,” “Water,” and “Soil,” into indoor 

spaces.
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ELEMENTS
OF LIFE
From molecules to the universe, from nano to light years, life can be a tiny microorganism or everything in the world around us.
Whether it’s wind, earth, water or fire, we explore the elements of life with awe.



The wind is intangible, passing through the 
wheat fields while caressing the grass, and 
leaving its own footprints behind.

Just like how a painter raises his brush 
and paints across the canvas while leaving 
abstract thoughts behind.

ABSTRACT



Unbridled
Always on the move, the wind is free to go wherever it wants whenever it wants, 
inspiring artists to break out of their shells and make a dent in the universe.

Colour: T81006G+T81010G+T81011G
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Colour: T81006G+T81008G+T81010G



Versatile
The wind leaves a trail behind with its ever-changing form. 
Clouds shaped into animals in the sky, wheat leaning to a side in the rye, are all its work of art.

Colour: T81005G+T81007G
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Colour: T81008G+T81010G+T81011G
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ABSTRACT T810G
Colourways

T81011G / Beige

T81006G / Pewter

T81001G / Taupe

T81007G / Shadow

T81003G / Slate   

T81008G / Charcoal

T81004G / Navy

T81010G / Walnut

T81005G / Coin

T810G not only works well in combinations of itself in different colours, 
it also creates stunning flooring designs when combined with other carpet 
tiles within the Designer’s Choice series.

Colour: T81011G+T81111G+T81211G+T81311G

T81006G, T81106G, T81206G, 
and T81306G all present different 
patterns in the same colour. When 

combined together, the indoor space 
looks more soothing and calm.

T81011G, T81111G, T81211G, and 
T81311G all present different patterns 
in the same colour. When combined 

together, the indoor space looks more 
comfortable and cosy.

Combo
B

Combo
A



The soil is solid and stable, silently 
supporting the people from the 
ground. Soil turns into cement and 
bricks to build the thickest, strongest 
shelter for everyone.

CUBE



Sustain
Soil holds up the world without complaint. 
Man of few words, soil is like a father to the humankind, supporting his children through rain and storm.

Colour: T81110G
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Colour: T81101G+T81110G+T81111G



Harbour
Softness of the grass, sweetness of the fruit, the goodness of life roots in the soil. It supports. 
It protects. It harbours humankind in its arms.

Colour: T81101G+T81107GG
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Colour: T81105G+T81106G+T81108G



Colour: T81006G+T81106G+T81206G+T81306G
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CUBE T811G
Colourways

T81111G / Beige

T81106G / Pewter

T81101G / Taupe

T81107G / Shadow   

T81103G / Slate

T81108G / Charcoal

T81104G / Navy

T81110G / Walnut

T81105G / Coin

T811G not only works well in combinations of itself in different colours, 
it also creates stunning flooring designs when combined with other carpet 
tiles within the Designer’s Choice series.

T8111G and T81211G bring 
elegance and warmth to the 

atmosphere with contrasting colours.

T81006G, T81106G, T81206G, 
and T81306G all present different 
patterns in the same colour. When 

combined together, the indoor space 
looks more soothing and calm.

T81011G, T81111G, T81211G, and 
T81311G all present different patterns 
in the same colour. When combined 

together, the indoor space looks more 
comfortable and cosy.

Combo
C

Combo
B

Combo
A



EXPRESSION
Burgeoning creativity and surging thoughts turn 
into a slow ripple that is moving forward rapidly.
The intersection where thought and speech 
collide. The trickle is gathered in the splash, 
and becomes a new and vibrant life.



Surge
The stream rushes on, like one’s train of thought, not yet turned into words, 
quietly waiting to clash with another stream to make a splash.

Colour: T81203G
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Colour: T81201G+T81204G+T81205G+T81206G+T81208G



Collide
Thoughts, Expression, Interaction!  
Words and wisdom combat and harmonise to create a new stream of life.

Colour: T81201G+T81210G
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Colour: T81205G+T81206G Colour: T81205G+T81206G+T81208G+T81204G
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EXPRESSION T812G
Colourways

T81211G / Beige

T81206G / Pewter

T81201G / Taupe

T81207G / Shadow   

T81203G / Slate

T81208G / Charcoal

T81204G / Navy

T81210G / Walnut

T81205G / Coin

T8111G and T81211G bring 
elegance and warmth to the 

atmosphere with contrasting colours.

T812G not only works well in combinations of itself in different colours, 
it also creates stunning flooring designs when combined with other carpet 
tiles within the Designer’s Choice series.

T81006G, T81106G, T81206G, 
and T81306G all present different 
patterns in the same colour. When 

combined together, the indoor space 
looks more soothing and calm.

T81011G, T81111G, T81211G, and 
T81311G all present different patterns 
in the same colour. When combined 

together, the indoor space looks more 
comfortable and cosy.

Combo
A

Combo
B

Combo
C

Colour: T81111G+T81210G

With T81306G and T81205G as 
highlights, the room brightens up and 
feels livelier especially when the tile 

directions are slanted.

With T81306G and T81308G 
and T81207G as highlights, the 

flooring designs fit well for business 
environments as it looks formal, calming, 

and refreshing at the same time.

Combo
D

Combo
E



Phoenix is reborn in the fire. New buds 
sprout after fire. Fire, where a new life 
begins.

NOUVEL



Colour: T81311G

Sprout
Ending of one story is the start of another. Slash and burn.
New buds sprout from the fire, growing more vigorously than ever.
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Colour: T81303G+T81304G



Colour: T81306G+T81308G+T81207G

Illuminate
Lighting up the dark, fire carries on the hope of 
people - hope for love, hope for life.
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Colour: T81301G+T81303G Colour: T81305G+T81306G+T81307G+T81308G
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NOUVEL T813G
Colourways

T81311G / Beige

T81306G / Pewter

T81301G / Taupe

T81307G / Shadow   

T81303G / Slate

T81308G / Charcoal

T81304G / Navy

T81310G / Walnut

T81305G / Coin

T813G not only works well in combinations of itself in different colours, 
it also creates stunning flooring designs when combined with other carpet 
tiles within the Designer’s Choice series.

Colour: T81306G+T81205G

T81006G, T81106G, T81206G, 
and T81306G all present different 
patterns in the same colour. When 

combined together, the indoor space 
looks more soothing and calm.

With T81306G and T81205G as 
highlights, the room brightens up and 
feels livelier especially when the tile 

directions are slanted.

With T81306G and T81308G 
and T81207G as highlights, the 

flooring designs fit well for business 
environments as it looks formal, calming, 

and refreshing at the same time.

T81011G, T81111G, T81211G, and 
T81311G all present different patterns 
in the same colour. When combined 

together, the indoor space looks more 
comfortable and cosy.

Combo
A

Combo
B

Combo
D

Combo
C



REINVENTING FLOORING



TUNTEX Sales Head Office

666 ShenHong Rd, ZhengRong Center, 
Bldg1, 3F, ShangHai, 201106, China
TEL: +86 400 663 8686  +86 21 62333488
FAX: +86 21 62596265
EMAIL: marketing@tuntexcarpet.com

Hong Kong Office
Room 2306, Billion Trade Centre, 31 Hung To Road, 
Kwan Tong, Kowloon, Hong Kong
TEL: +852 28580353
FAX: +852 28580733

TUNTEX Commercial UK Ltd
(Europe, Middle East, Africa and India)
Yoxall Lodge, Scotch Hill Road, Newchurch, 
Burton on Trent, DE13 8RL, UK
TEL: + 44 7836 506105
EMAIL: mike@tuntex-commerial.com

Singapore Office

No 60 Paya Lebar Road, #10-43 Paya Laber Square,

Singapore 409051

TEL+65 9488 8440

EMAIL: edmund.goh@tuntex-commercial.com

TUNTEX Japan Co., Ltd

3-16-10, Yushima, Bunkyoku, Tokyo, 113-0034, Japan
TEL: +81 3 38345148
EMAIL: dm@tuntex-carpet.com

Official Website

Official Wechat


